IRRICAD 14
IRRICAD’s latest upgrade is here!
 Seamless Import from Google Earth!!
 View Your Pipe System in Google Earth!
 Automatic Sprinkler Placement Using Tree
Blocks to Specify Sprinkler Locations!
 Rationalisation of Telescoped Submain Sizing
 Improved Speed for Large Designs
 Improved AutoCAD compatibility

IRRICAD 14: What’s New
IRRICAD Pro 14 is the latest major release of IRRICAD
the leading irrigation design platform. We’ve worked
hard to bring you a range of new functionality and user
experience improvements.

AUTOCAD COMPATIBILITY



Seamlessly import AutoCAD 2013 files.
Enhanced elevation importation.

IMPORT FROM GOOGLE EARTH




ALSO INCLUDED
Seamlessly import the image and elevations directly
into IRRICAD via the new “Import from Google Earth”
function.
Click a button in IRRICAD specify the required area in
Google Earth and IRRICAD will import it and geoposition the image including the Google Earth spot
heights.






VIEW IN GOOGLE EARTH


Send your design file directly to Google Earth to view
on top of the satellite imagery.



Save a design in the format used by Google Earth.
Then send it to a client or open it in Google Earth at
your leisure.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER PLACEMENT FOR TREE
BLOCKS


For many tree crops or plantations the irrigation design
starts with a grid of tree or plant positions. IRRICAD
Version 14 has a new tool which uses a Tree Block to
drive the placement of sprinklers, emitters, and lateral
pipes.

LARGE DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS



Increased support for large designs with enhanced
loading, zooming and panning functionality.
Enhancements for designs with extremely large GIS
coordinates.

Recovery Options - Should a problem occur easily
recover the design with the click of a button.
Client information and addresses display in full in
Reports.
SHIFT keyword enabled for valves and mainline
outlets.
Globally add and change fittings in electrical items
including listing fittings and subcomponents as an easy
reference for installation.

MORE INFORMATION
You can read more on changes and new features in
Version 14 in the Recent Developments and Latest
Enhancements on our website.

UPGRADE PRICING
Upgrade pricing from previous versions as below (ex. GST)
Version
13

Version
12

Version
10, 10.5 or
11

Version
7, 8, 9
or 9.5

$645

$1,195

$1,595

$2,595

Also, a reminder that when you purchase IRRICAD Pro
14 you will continue to receive free priority support and
patch releases for 12 months as well as 2 hours of oneto-one online training to help you make the most of the
new features (conditions apply).

RATIONALISATION OF TELESCOPING SIZES


Improved telescoping in submains and zones. After
suitable sizes have been selected via LP Design
IRRICAD logically rearranges pipes for practical
installation. This will minimise user customisation after
designing.

CONTACT
Email: support@irricad.com

Website: www.irricad.com

